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Is it the pleasure of the House that 
permission be granted to Shri M. J. J. 
Moideen for remaining absertt from all 
meetings of the House during the current 
session? 

(No hon. Member dissented) 

MR. CHAIRMAN; Permission ta remain 
absent is granted. 

MOTION  OF THANKS ON THE 
PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS—-contd. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD (Uttar Pradesh) : Mr. 
Chairman, as I rise from my seat to speak on 
the President's Address I am reminded of an 
old Sanskrit saying: 

That is what is    happening    to    the 
Congress today.    In fact the days    of the  
Congress  are  numbered.  Twenty years  of 
misrule  have brought    this organisation to  
a  position which'   to say the least is  
pathetic.    Its leadership has lost all sense of 
reality.   Its leadership has got habituated to 
living in its own ivory tower.    It cannot feel 
the Mother Earth.    This document  which  
is   a   very    important document,  which  is  
supposed  to    be lhe document of the year, 
is in our hands.    This  document  should    
have clearly enunciated the policies, clearly 
and in a very precise manner, which the 
Government is going to pursue in the next  
one year.    It should    have laid ithe proper 
accent on the proper things. It should  give a  
general picture of the shape of things to 
come. Unfortunately far from doing all this, 
this document is full  of  general enunciation 
of objectives,      in an     expressions,     
faltering    promises     and without  any 
reference to what  they have  done in the 
past.    No    picture emerges therefore  as  to 
what  it    is going to do in the future.    A    
con-create picture does not emerge. Objec-
tives have been laid down. Objectives, 
objectives   and  objectives.   How  long 
shall we put up with this enunication 
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of objectives? We want a statement of 
performance. We want to know what you 
have done in the past and in the light of that 
what you propose to do in the future. 

Now,   Sir,   the   main   question   that faces 
all of us, faces you, me, Members opposite and 
Members    here, is    this question:   in  what 
direction is  India advancing?    What is the 
direction of our advance?    That is the key 
question which has to be answered. Last year I 
went to Yugoslavia,     and one of the leaders 
of the Yugoslav Government asked me this 
question:  "We are a friendly country. We can 
give a little aid to you. We cannot give much 
but we are concerned about this fact and we 
want to ask you this question: in which 
direction is your country going?"   I state here 
clearly that I could not answer that question    
because I realise this fact, and I want to state it 
clearly and emphatically here, that we have  
got into the  habit of    playing between 
contradictory forces, a habit born of 
incorrigible decadent liberalism,  playing 
between    contradictory forces.    Therefore,  a 
positive line of advance does not emerge.    
Therefore, I state here that while we are 
discussing this question, there are so many 
other problems facing    us, immediate 
problems.    This  question     must     be posed 
fairly and squarely: what is the direction of our 
advance? 

AN HON. MEMBER: What is the 
direction of advance of the Communist 
Party? 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: This is not the way 
in which you should talk. You will get your 
opportunity. You tell me that we have a 
direction and I accept that. You tell me that 
our direction is to develop a mixed economy, 
to develop a socialist pattern of society, to 
develop a welfare State. I submit, Sir, with all 
due respect to you and to the House that to 
me these are mere phrases and and 
catchwords. They do not mean anything to 
me. I want to know exactly what is the coa- 
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tent of the socialist pattern you are 
developing. I wan to know precisely what is 
the welfare State that you are developing. I 
want to know precisely what is the mixed 
economy you want to have. Under cover of 
mixed economy you can do anything. There-
fore I am perturbed at the whole development 
and what I see with my own eyes is that the 
record of twenty years of Congress rule is a 
record of dismal failure. It is a record of bro-
ken pledges and promises. It is a re-' cord of 
betrayal of the interests of the people. I want 
to assert that emphatically. The people 
through their own bitter experience have 
realised this fact. Therefore, this Congress 
organisation has got a knock on its head. Six 
or seven provices have gone, they are lost. 
Gone are those days when you and everybody 
else in India used to believe that Almighty 
God has given a contract to the Congress to 
govern this country. Political heads have 
rolled and basically a new situation has 'been 
created. I feel that a new political India is 
being born however distressed you may feel 
about it. But we are happy at the fact that a 
new political India is being born, and it is the 
mighty people of India who are giving birth to 
that new political situation. Has the Congress 
Government any realisation of the changes 
that the fourth general elections have brought 
about to the political life of the country? I am 
afraid the Congress leadership has not got that 
realisation. I am afraid they still think that 
they can happily job along. I am afraid that 
they explain their defeat in terms of 
organisational weaknesses. They do not 
explain it in terms of a collapse of their 
policies, a crisis of their policies. "Not enough 
money was given to the candidates"; "he did 
not have so many cars", "he did not have the 
support of this fellow"; "there were some 
dissensions in the organisation"—that is what 
they say. No . These may have 'been there but 
the big fact is that the Congress and the 
country as a whole today are facing a crisis, a 
crisis of politics, a 

I crisis of policies, political and economic 
policies that have been pursued by the 
Congress Government for the last twenty 
years, and that crisis expresses itself in the 
form of strikes, in the form of demonstrations 
and in the form of massive revolt against the 
Congress during the elections. Therefore, this 
fact is to be realised by the Congress 
leadership. I am afraid there is no realisation 
of this big upheaval that has taken place in the 
country. There is no realisation of ihe intense 
crisis that we are facing in this Address that is 
in our hands. Now, Sir, what is the position in 
the country? Where do we stand today? I 
assert that every aspect of our national life is 
jammed. Whether you take the economic 
aspect or the political aspect or the cultural 
aspect, there is a terrible jam of the whole 
thing. You do not know how you are going to 
advance. There is no positive blue-print for 
anything and the advance you are making is 
formal and nominal. Mr. Mookerjee yesterday 
trotted out certain figures. Well, I do not rely 
very much on the official figures 'because I 
know what those figures are. But after saying 
that there are so many thousands of schools 
and so many thousands of dispensaries and all 
that, he said that it was not a bad thing for a 
beginning. It is always a beginning. Twenty 
years have passed. Still you are beginners. 
When will you come of age? Every time you 
will say, it is not tackled1 because this is the 
beginning. And after five years that beginning 
will end, and I do not know what will start 
again. That is not the way in which serious 
problems should be tackled. 

I want to take some aspects of our life 
which need urgent attention. Take the 
economic aspect. What is the position? There 
is a "huge food scarcity. Wheat is being sold 
at half a kilo per rupee. Famine is stalking the 
land. Agricultural production is absolutely 
stagnant. Advance of industrial production is 
at a very low pace. Unemployment is  
growing    rapidly, by 
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leaps and bounds. Whatever may ba the 
figures given by the labour exchanges, today 
it is a reality—if you know your India you 
will admit this —that nearly 33 per cent of 
the Indian population is either totally 
unemployed or is victim of gross under-
employ-ment.    That is the reality. 

Then there is inflation. What are the limits 
to which inflation can go? Mr. Asoka Mehta 
is there, he will define them. Where do we 
go? How high up do we go? There is concen-
tration of wealth on the one hand; there is 
concentration of poverty on the other hand. It 
is a matter of shame that 75 families of India 
control nearly half the capital resources of 
India. It is a matter of shame for a country 
which we say is a socialist country or a 
country which is going towards socialism. 
There is the problem of black money. And let 
us look at the so-called socialist sector the 
State sector. That is supposed to be the basis 
of our socialism. What is happening in the 
State sector? Gross mismanagement. The 
factories are losing, there are no profits. The 
whole thing is controlled by ICS and IAS 
men, incompetent people, people who do not 
know what production is and how production 
can be developed. And as against this 
background, dependence on foreign aid 
grows. Foreign capital is penetrating into our 
country to the tune of nearly Rs. 900 crores I 
am not exact about the figures, may be about 
Rs. 1,000 crores. It has already penetrated into 
our country. We are indebted to the tune of 
Rs. 5,000 crores to America and other 
countries. There is the PL-480. Where are we 
going? There is almost a collapse of our 
internal structure and in order to save 
yourselves from that collapse, you go with a 
beggar's bowl abroad and become the biggest 
international beggar. 

SHRI G. H. VALIMOHMED MOMTN 
(Gujarat): And you also eat that food. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: You and I may eat 
that food but it will eat us up one day. 

Then, planning is at a stand-still. Mr. 
Asoka Mehta, the great planner, is not able to 
work out a proper line of planning; he is not 
able to give a firm blue-print because he has 
to depend on foreign aid and he does not 
know the quantum of foreign aid that he will 
be able to get. Therefore, in this critical 
situation, what happens? 

Then, take industrial production. Where do 
we stand? Small-scale industries are 
disappearing. Medium-scale industries are not 
growing. But monopoly is giowing. How do 
you control that monopoly? You do not know. 
The Monopolies Commission's Report is 
there. No action has been taken on it so far. 
The banking monopoly is growing. Big 
commercial houses, company after company!, 
are coming up. The State sector is almost in a 
state of collapse. 

Therefore, I say, Sir—if you sum up this 
whole development, I would say that the 
quintessence of the Congress rule during the 
last 20 years in this. Internally we have been 
made a nation of black marketeers and exter-
nally we have been made a nation of debtors. 
That is the quintessence of Congress rule so 
far. I will put it very sharply because I feel 
very sharply about it. 

Now, let us go to the political sphere. What 
is happening in the political life of our 
country? Reaction is raising its head. 
Communalism and casteism are raising their 
heads. 

THE MINISTER OF PLANNING, 
PETROLEUM AND CHEMICALS AND 
SOCIAL WELFARE (SHRI ASOKA 
MEHTA): You are co-operating. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: Whose cooperation 
it is and whose original sin it is, history will 
decide, you cannot. He laughs best who 
laughs last. 

SHRI ASOKA MEHTA: You are laughing 
just now. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: The princes and the 
capitalists, they are organis- 
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ing themselves into parties. Who is 
responsible for nursing these princes and 
princelings, the ranis and the maharanis? 
Previously, there was a papular storm against 
them. We thought we were saved. But they 
were given privy purses. Today if we 
strengthen them, they will take advantage of it 
and they are organising themselves into a 
party. And that party will challenge you. You 
still do not have the guts to challenge them. 
Such and such princes come into your Cabinet 
with all the agents of the big monopolists and 
capitalists behind them. How many are they? 
Look at the class composition of the new 
legislators that have come to Parliament. I do 
not want'to go into details about it. But it is a 
fact that there is an overloading here, an 
overloading of vested  interests.    Gone are 
the days when the Congress used to give 
tickets to those who had suffered and served. 
Those who served and suffered are dying of 
starvation, they are buying wheat at the rate of 
half a kilo a rupee but those who have never 
suffered, those people are sitting in the Cabi-
net, people whose families slaughtered our 
patriots and our freedom fighters. They have 
been placed in the Cabinet, in charge of 
administration and all that.   It is politics? 

Then, communalism is raising its head. 
That is a fact. There is an organised section of 
opinion in India which wants to destroy the 
secular character of our State, which wants to 
reduce the minorities of India to a position of 
second-rate citizens. What is happening to 
Urdu? I want to know what has happened to 
the cultural life of the minorities? Where are 
we today? That secular character of our State 
of which we boast is being disrupted by 
organised vested interests which find a place 
in your ranks and also outside your ranks, and 
it is under their pressure that the Congress 
Ministries are working. 

What about national values? Where are the 
national values?   There was a 

thin veneer of nationalism when we were 
fighting the British. That veneer of nationalism 
is gone. What has emerged, what has come and 
occupied the centre of the State is tribalism, 
casteism and communalism. That is what is 
happening. And why is all this happening? It is 
because the Congress organisation has given no 
ideology to the people; it has no socialist 
philosophy to give them; it has no value, It is an 
organisation which believes in snatching and 
grabbing; it is an organisation which is devoid 
of principles. Therefore, in the absence • of any 
ideology, in the absence of principles and in the 
absence of value, where will the nation go? 
Besides, you have no personality at all. There 
was a time when Mahatma Gandhi was there; 
there was a time when Jawaharlal Nehru was 
there. They were the pillars and they used to 
give a new turn to the whole national outlook. 
Now, second and third rate citizens are 
members of the Cabinet, people whom we do 
not know and whose faces we never saw before. 

SHRI A. D. MANI (Madhya Pradesh): 
Young blood. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: In the name 1   of 
young blood, they all have come in. Where are 
those giants who built up the   super-structure   
of     the     Indian !   State?    They are gone.    
Some are in !   the  opposition.    Some 
remnants  are still left.   But the new blood that 
*s coming is not a new blood, I tell you. When 
you have no ideology, when you have no 
socialist    philosophy,    when you have no 
personality, where do you take the country?   
Everybody believes in snatching and grabbing, 
and that is what is happening in the country to-
day. 

Now. Sir, by the way I say this about the 
distribution of tickets. It is a matter of shame, 
Mr. Chairman, that  in my town of Lucknow, 
Dr. Siddhu —I do not know whether he is 
sitting I here  now—was  refused  a     
Congress ticket, and the king of alcohol,    
Mr. 1  V. R. Mohan, was given the Congress 

I  ticket. 
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SHRI A. D. MANI: He does not drink 
alcohol. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: He may not drink 
alcohol but he makes you drink it. 

The king of alcohol was given the 
Congress ticket and his name was suggested 
in the unanimous list along with that of 
Shrimati Indira Gandhi. 

What has; happened t0 the Congress? 
Where are you taking the country? Anyway 
this is a matter of detail. Take the 
administrative sphere. In the administrative 
sphei-e there is strangulation by the bureau-
cracy, a bureaucracy trained and nurtured on 
anti-people ideas and practices. They are the 
real masters. Mr. Asoka Mehta is not the 
master. He may be a big man—I am talking 
about him because he is sitting opposite to 
me—but he is not the master. His Secretaries, 
Deputy Secretaries, they decide and make 
allocations. He has just to go through them. 

SHRI ASOKA MEHTA: You are very 
mistaken there, my dear friend. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: The bureaucracy, the 
police, the magistracy, the prison officers, 
they openly and shamelessly violate the 
fundamental rights of the people and if we 
raise a hue and cry, we have to receive police 
batons and police bullets. 

Then in the so-called nation-building 
departments, the bureaucracy indulges in 
horrible wastefulness of national resources 
and nobody calls it to order. Now comes up 
the question of streamlining the administra-
tion. After twenty years of misrule the 
question of streamlining of the administration 
has come up. Suddenly they realise that an 
Administrative Reforms Commission is 
necessary. What will that Administrative 
Reforms Commission do? I can tell you what 
it will do. It will bring about some merging of 
departments. Thfy will merge this department    
wittt    that    department    and 

change some routine here and there. But that is 
not enough. That is not what we want. There 
has to be a basic reorganisation of the adminis-
tration at every level in a fundamental way. A 
new official class should come hito existence 
which should believe m democratic values and 
socialistic values and we should not be guided 
by the old antiquated practices and ideas which 
existed during the days of the British or even 
ear-, lier. There is the Vigilance Commission. 
But a Vigilance Commission of one man at the 
State level sometimes becomes a centre of all 
corruption. 

Sir, I am Communist. I will quote Lenin's 
remarks. After the 1917 Revolution he said that 
if you want to build socialism you will have to . 
destroy root and branch all this bureaucracy. 
You will have to have new people t0 build the 
superstructure of the society on the basis of a 
socialist concept which the new government 
will practise. That we have not done and, 
therefore, this bureaucracy is eating up the 
bowels of our country, eating up the bowels of 
our economv, destroying the foundations of our 
political life. 

Coming  to   the   cultural   sphere,   I assert  
with  all  the  emphasis  at  my command  that  
not  only     materiallv 1   but also culturally 
we are one of the I  most backward countries 
of the world. !   Mr. Mookerjee may trot out 
all man-l  ner  of figures  but it  is  a  fact  that 
!   illiteracy  and ignorance are  growing I   in 
India in an absolute sense. Though >  there 
may be some hospitals and dispensaries, some 
of these dispensaries ! are without doctors and 
compounders. In an absolute sense disease 
and starvation are growing in India. 

There are no cultural amenities for the 
common people in the rural areas. Then how 
do you say that you are advancing culturally? 
So, Sir, taking all  these  factors  into 
account,  I 
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has to have the resources in his hand. Today he  is 
lacking resources.    You may give   maunds   and   
maunds and tons and tons of manure, but who is 
going to use it?    Is it the small man owning 1, 2 
or 3 acres who will use it?    You may give seed.   
But a good seed requires a lot of attention.   It is a 
delicate    thing    which    the    poor man      
cannot      do.       Ninety      five per    cent . of    
your    producers    are poor    peasants.     
Therefore,   what   is necessary is to give them all 
possible help.   It is necessary to develop agri-
cultural   services   on   a   co-operative basis, not   
co-operative production   or co-operative 
cultivation but co-operative services on the basis 
of,' say,   cooperative tubewells.   On   co-
operative basis you should develop tractors.   But 
instead of giving them service you give them 
Anudan. You hand over money to them, Rs. 300 
or   Rs. 600 to   them. That becomes a source of 
corruption. I want you to give me an example   in 
any part of the world where for   the purpose of 
production cash is handed over to the people.    
That cash is not used for that particular purpose.   
That cash is used for the daughter's marriage or 
for   building a house.   This is   the state of 
affairs.   Are you prepared   to bring     about     
basic     socio-economic changes by imposing 
curbs, by reim-posing the process of land reforms,   
by abolishing these blocks? 1 do not know where 
Mr. S. K. Dey has gone.    He presented these 
blocks to the country. Friends  opposition  know 
what  these blocks are.     He wasted millions and 
millions  of the    national      funds in blocks.    
Though    he    has    gone    the blocks still 
remain.     He duped Jawa-harlal Nehru who did 
not know much about agriculture.    He told 
Jawahar-lai Nehru that every village had got 
electricity and that every village was prospering.   
I am glad he is gone. Now I  want  his   blocks   
should   go.   It   is all a wasteful expenditure. 

The peasant should be assured cheap water. 
The peasant should be assured a fair price. 
The peasant should be assured enough, 
adequate cheso manure and cheap seed and, 
then, his interest should be safeguarded.    
"J"*" 

[Shri Z. A. Ahmad.] 
charge this Congress Government that you 
have brought the country to a position 
where there is no alternative left to us 
except that we stand up and remove you 
lock, stock and barrel from the offices that 
you hold and the positions that you hold. 
I/have not much time, Sir, but   I would take 

uP a few paras from the Presidential Address 
and    give    my remarks.    Para.    6 speak3 
about advancing the major  objectives.    What 
are those major objectives?    Ending 
dependence on foreign assistance, increase in 
agricultural production and control of prices.   
I say how long are we  going  to listen  to  this    
sort  of sermons?    What  have you  done    so 
far?    Why have you not    controlled prices so 
fer?   Why have you handed over  your  food    
to the     blackmar-keteers?    I  say today    
every    shopkeeper  is   a   blackmarketeer.    
Why are you  nat prepared     to     organise 
state tradirg in food?    Are you prepared to gfi 
t hold of those people who indulge   in   
blackmarketing   and   give them exeniplary    
punishment?    You cannot do that and you 
will not do that because you are dependent   
for your  fund;   on  them.    I     appreciate Mr. 
S. K.  Patil's remarks who    said openly,   
"Y;s,  we  are  taking    funds from  
industrialists".       He is     frank enough to say 
that. 

SHRI A. D. MANI: He is proud of it. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: Yes, proud of it. He 
sajs he is taking funds. He can say that but he 
has exposed the whole organisation. 

Then there is the question of agricultural 
production. Here is the Minister of Planning 
sitting opposite. Let me tell him that production 
of agricultural commodities does not depend 
exclusively and entirelyi as is sought to be put 
forward, on technological advancement. There 
have to be basic socio-economic changes. The ' 
great, bulk of our Tvasants are small holder*    
Tt 5c th<* cniaii holder   who 
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land revenue system should be abolished. 
This svistem should go. It is a vexatious 
system. It is a burdensome system. The 
system of tax on incomes should be 
introduced. The small cultivator should not be 
taxed at all. 

Nowj Sir, these objectives are there, but I do 
not know what you are going to do. You say 
you want to attain a sustained and adequate 
rate of eco-. nomic growth. What is the rate of 
economic growth? I am not an expert. But I 
was told that from 5 per cent, targets you have 
come down to 2.5 per cent. in the Third Plan. I 
want to know why this matter has not been 
enquired into. Why those Ministers have not 
been called to book? Why those officials who 
are responsible for this serious shortfall in 
production not been punished? Is it an 
ordinary thing? Millions and Millions of 
Rupees you have spent. You have mortgaged 
your freedom to America and other countries. 
You have taken loans from them and from 5 
per cent, target you have come down to 2J per 
cent, a shortfall of 50 per cent. Who is 
responsible? The entire Cabinet is responsible. 
The  entire Parliament must discuss and then 
punish those who are guilty of it. 

We want you to develop production. But 
can you develop industrial production without 
nationalising banks, without curbing 
monopolies, without nationalising foreign 
trade? Where are the resources? Where is the 
extra wealth to come from? These resources 
must come from nationalisation of banks. 
Only through nationalisation of banks, 
curbing of monopolies, nationalisation of the 
import and export trade, oil industry and, 
above all, curbing of foreign capital you will 
be able to eliminate dependence on foreign 
aid. 

Now, Sir, I come to Plans. Mr. Asoka 
Mehta will excuse me if I indulge in some 
plain talking. I was told that the Planning 
Commission is going to be abolished. There is 
something in the air like that. 1 would not like 
the Planning Commission to be abolished. I 
am a firm believer in planning.   But I want 
solid planning, plann- 

ing for the people. I do not want paper 
planning. You sit in the. offices here and cook 
up all sorts of statistics and start allocating 
here and there. At the lower level what is 
happening? There is uvter wastefulness. I was 
Chairman of the Public Accounts Committee 
in U.P. for years and I know how millions and 
millions coming from the Centre are just 
thrown away. One project is taken up and 
abandoned and another taken up. Monsoon 
inter-venes^,M|**itnery from abroad is not 
ava^la^m#f'oreign exchange is not 
avarfe*fle*'electricity is not available, and 
then it is given up. I can tell you so many 
stories about it, but there is no time. So 
Planning has to be reorganised in a 
fundamental sense. Planning has to be 
planning for the people. Planning on paper 
will not do. Mere financial planning will not 
do. Planning has to be for the people and by 
the people. It has to go down to the village. 
Planning has to start from the village level. 
Therefore, the Department and the 
Commission may remain, but competent 
people should be there. A total overhauling 
"of the entire outlook of planning has to be 
brought about. This is niy submission, Sir. 

Now, there is another statement in this 
Address which says that a National 
Commission on Labour will be appointed. 
Very good. Let there be a National 
Commission. There have been so many 
National Commissions. I don't know what has 
come out of those Commissions. Let there be 
another Commission. But I say, before you do 
something about labour in general, please do 
something about your own employees. After 
all they are part and parcel of the whole 
Government set-up. I know in U.P. for 2i 
months those people were loitering in the 
streets demanding a meagre increase in their 
salaries. But they were told "no". There was 
lathi charge and they were put into prison. 
When your hands and feet refuse to work for 
you, how long will you last? In Delhi, the 
policemen demonstrated for a raise in their 
pay. And the time is not very far off when the 
poor sons   of 
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peasants who are in the Army, who are 
defending our frontiers, will also demand an 
increase. They will say "we have a right to 
live. We are Indian citizens. The Birlas get 
millions but we don't get Rs. 75 or Rs. 85 per 
month. It is our birth-right to live and live 
decently." So please before you do anything 
further, do something for your own 
employees. They are in ;i state of revolt, ' At 
the provincial level, you should see that at 
least the Central level of pay is guaranteed to 
the State employees. I congratulate some of 
the new non-Congress Ministries who have 
taken thig decision. About Labour in general, 
I don't have much to say. But, of course, it is a 
very complicated problem and a) very serious 
problem—the linking up of the dearness 
allowance with the Cost of Living Index, 
giving of proper bonuses, etc. It is a problem 
that has to be tackled very rapidly and firmly. 

Now, Sir, I come to another point, the last 
point, that is 'Foreign Relations" mentioned 
here. Now the policy of non-alignment has 
been underlined here. Very good. The policy 
of non-alignment is correct. The whole coun-
try believes in the policy of non-alignment. 
But I submit, Sir, that there has been a process 
of gradual weakening of this i>olicy—
corroding of this policy, i should say. Why? It 
is because of our dependence on imperialist 
powers for aid and food. That is the reality of 
the situation. Yesterday, Mr. Akbar Ali Khan, 
a very honest man, said it was a crisis of 
conscience. He said "I think America is doing 
barbarous things in Vietnam. But I have to get 
food from America, from Mr. Johnson, and, 
therefore, I can't speak out openly/' What is 
happening in Vietnam is something atrocious, 
he said. "Part of humanity is being destroyed, 
but I can't speak openly because I have to get 
food." He has to get aid. He goes about, he 
brings about  devaluation at their command. 

SHRI A. [>. MANI: Not he, Government. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: By "he", 1 mean 
only the Government. He is the only Minister 
sitting here. I do not mean anything personal. 
I ami pointing to him as a symbol of the 
Government. Now, you were eager to get 
money from them. How will you then 
maintain your non-alignment? How long will 
you maintain it? Your dependence will grow 
when the internal economic life becomes 
bankrupt. Your dependence will grow. You 
are depending more and more on food from 
abroad. As the saying in English goes, ''he 
who pays the piper, calls the tune." That is 
what is happening to-day. America has the 
temerity to say "don't trade with this country, 
don't trade with that country." You are not 
very clear on that. Mr. Chagla says it is not 
part of the agreement and all sorts of things. 
He does not say "no, we have definitely taken 
a position." He does not say that; he dare not 
say that because Mr. Johnson will be 
annoyed. Therefore, there is a gradual 
weakening of your foreign policy of non-
alignment, and this fact has been noted by 
Asian and African countries   .   .    , 

SHRI M. N. KAUL (Nominated): What is 
your alternative policy? 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: The alternative 
policy by implication is very clear. You are a 
clever man; you should realise. 

SHRI P. K. KUMARAN (Andhra 
Pradesh): You quit, we will show. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: So that is being 
realised by Asian and African countries. The 
tremendous respect we had once upon a time 
under the leadership of Jawaharlal Nehru, in 
the counsels of the world, is not there now. 

Then we boast about this fact that our 
policy of peaceful co-existence has been 
accepted by America and by the Soviet Union 
alike. Well, it is good that as many countries 
of the world as possible should be made to 
accept the policy of peaceful co-existence. It 
is good foreign policy. But I would like to 
check your statement, I would like to correct 
your statement. 
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America may have in words accepted the 
policy of peaceful co-existence. But in action, 
it is violating it at every stage, at every level, 
at every moment, the policy of peaceful co-
existence. What is happening in Vietnam is a 
veritable genocide. Millions of poor peasants 
are being destroyed there. Their crops are 
burnt. They are vic-time of this germ warfare. 
Is it peaceful co-existence that is going on in 
Vietnam;? What was America's attitude when 
the India-Pakistan conflict took place? Did not 
America supply all the Patton tanks and planes 
to the Pakistan Government? Who was giving 
all the ammunition to Pakistan? Was America 
believing in peaceful coexistence between 
India and Pakistan? In the name of fight 
against China, it was giving Patton tanks to 
Pakistan as if the Patton tanks can go across 
the mountains to fight China. The Patton tanks 
rolled along the plains of Punjab. .   . 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I am sorry to interrupt. 
You have exhausted the time allotted to your 
party. 

SHRI Z. A. AHMAD: I will finish in two 
minutes. It does not matter. I will be the only 
person from my party. 

So, Sir, you can't equate America with the 
Soviet Union in your statements on peaceful 
co-existence. This is the habit that you have 
got into, equating this and that. It is dictated 
by certain weaknesses. Your feet are of clay 
and, therefore, you cannot walk firmly on the 
ground. So you have to walk gently looking to 
this side and looking to that side. That does 
not give you credit in the counsels of the 
world. 

Lastly, I come to the question of China and 
Pakistan. First of all, I want to say that it is 
correct that India is taking a clear-cut position 
about Pakistan. The Tashkent spirit has to be 
maintained. We have to do our best to see to it 
that despite provocations and the wrong 
attitudes of the Pakistani rulers, we stand by 
that Tashkent Declaration and to see that it is 
observed in letter and spirit. We 

f should go further and keep making continued 
efforts for a no-war pact with Pakistan with a 
settlement of the Kashmir issue on the 
existing border line. We are always prepared 
to settle the issue on the existing cease-fire 
line with minor adjustments here and there. Of 
course, we are very clear that Kashmir is an 
integral part of India. We will not bargain on 
that point. We should take a firm stand on this 
whatever the consequences may be. 

Regarding China, I    entirely   agree with the 
statement made by the President of India earlier 
that we have to' make up.    We condemn China's 
militant   and   expansionist   postures.   We 
consider those postures to be dangerous to the 
peace and welfare of Asia and the world.   We 
consider their aggressive designs dangerous   not   
only   for us   but   dangerous     for   the   entire 
humanity.    Therefore, in a forthright I   manner 
we condemn the militant, the j  aggressive, the 
expansionist, adventurist   postures and   
positions   taken   by I  China and it is time that 
we, as a big: j   nation, keep on patiently 
struggling for peace, struggling for adjustment of 
the I  boundary questions. The Colombo Pro-
posals were there. They are Just proposals, they 
are fair proposal's. We have already taken our 
position and we hope I  that if we go in   this 
manner, a   day I   will come when India and 
China will live as good neighbours and the 
danger of war between them will disappear. We 
do want to cut   our Defence   expenditure 
because our economy is jeopardised, our 
development is jeopardised by our Defence 
expenditure. Therefore if we make these efforts, 
if   we consistently take our position that   we 
want peace both with China and Pakistan, our 
neighbours, then it will bring us credit in the eyes 
of the world   but if we indulge in the same sort 
of op    portunist talks it wil not bring credit to us.   
We will be equated with China. There are people 
outside, this is a big world   and   they   do not   
understand things.   They will say 'You are   mili-
tant, you are also wanting to fight with China   
and  they  want  to  fight  with; you,'   We do not 
want to fight   with 
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[Shri  Z.  A.  Ahmad.] 
anyone. We believe in peaceful living, we 
believe in peaceful co-existence. We believe 
in positive co-operation and we want to extend 
our fundamental outlook which was given to 
us by Mahatma Gandhi and then develop, ed 
by Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, We •want this to 
be lined up, these friendly relations and 
friendly co-operation between friendly 
countries. I have said what I wanted to say. It 
is qiute right that I could have elaborated those 
points and give you more positive suggestions 
but one last thing I want to say and that is this. 

Our   Congress ,friends   know    that things 
are going to change. 1    would appeal to you to 
sit up and think.     I would appeal to   you   to   
realise   the -state of   affairs   that   we are   
facing inside our country, the crisis of    the 
policies that you have pursued during the last 
20 years,    I want the   progressive elements  
in the Congress to realise that things have to 
change, that you cannot go on with this 
claptrap, that you have been indulging in and 
that  you  have  to  think  in  terms   of 
fundamental reorganisation      of    the social 
structure of India. Without that neither  the  
prices  will  fall   nor  the production will grow 
nor the industries will advance nor the    
unemployment will diminish. A fundamental 
reorganisation   of   the   economic   structure   
of India on socialistic lines—that is what we 
have to do.   Then there are changes.   Now in 
India we have the Federal Constitution of India 
becoming a living thing.   There are States with 
non-Congress Ministries and we should see to 
it that the Federal Constitution   of India,  this 
entity,  [s     preserved  and developed.    I will 
not fight because I do not believe in violence 
but I will Tequest you to pay all attention to 
the new Governments that have come up in 
some States, that have been formed in some 
States.   They are backed   by the people of 
those States.   Those Gov. ernments have taken 
the initiative and passed certain laws.   They 
have   put forward certain programmes.   Do   
not obstruct those programmes.   Let them 

develop, let there be real competition between 
the different States, let them show by results. I 
will call it a socialistic competition, a 
competition in the interests of the people, a 
competition for the benefit of the people. Let 
there be competition and the people will judge 
you by your performance. But if you adopt a 
step-motherly treatment towards them, to 
those young Governments that have been 
formed in the States, I am afraid you will have 
to pay a very heavy price for that. The people 
will not tolerate it and 1 do not want to see 
that day when the process of disintegration 
starts, with the States going their way and the 
Centre going its own way. I want unity in 
diversity to be maintained and the unity to be 
strengthened and, that will be strengthened 
only if you recognise that the Federal entity of 
our Constitution should be preserved and that 
the different parties, the different com-
binations of parties, the different outlooks 
entering into the field of competition to serve 
the people and save them from the distress 
that they are facing. 

Thank you. 

SHRI      M.      GOVINDA      REDDY 
(Mysore):    Mr. Chairman, I am supporting 
the  motion under discussion. For over a 
decade and a     half     we have been 
accustomed to seeing   the Opposition  parties  
blaming the Government for  everything that  
is  happening  in   the  country.     It   reminds 
me of what history tells us about the 
Christiana in Rome.   When the Christians 
were to be persecuted and when the 
Government found no ground to persecute 
them  with,   some  of      the Christians  were  
persecuted  on      the ground 'the cock crows'.    
It has become a saying now.      If there        is 
more rain in the country, the Congress is 
blamed.   If there is no rain,      the Congress   
Government  is  blamed.   If the prices of 
foodgrains fall as it did in 1964-65 again the 
Government was to be blamed.    The 
complaint     was that the agricultural section 
was neglected!, that the agriculturists were not 
getting their due price and when to- 
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day there is food shortage again the 
Government is blamed. I heard with respect 
three Opposition leaders who have spoken. 
The hon. Member this morning was blaming 
the Government for depending upon foreign 
aid. If the Government wants to build up the 
economy of the country and when the 
resources of the country are not adequate to 
strengthen the economy and when foreign aid 
is received, again the Centre is blamed. Again 
the Member was blaming the Government for 
receiving foodgrains from foreign countries. 
Does he mean to say that when we had no 
other means, when gricultural production fell 
short of the national needs, we should have 
allowed the people to starve? "Whatever 
method the Government could think of for 
coming to the aid of the people in this 
situation was followed and again the Member 
says that the Government was wrong in 
depending upon foreign countries for food 
supplies. Since the President was pleased to 
address us last and since his present Address, 
there has been a lot of change and the change 
is very indicative. Now the Congress 
Governments were held responsible for 
everything in the country. To-day the 
Opposition parties can no longer charge the 
Congress Governments for what is happening 
in the country, for either shortages of food-
grains or for industrial production or the 
lacunae in administration or the corruption 
that is prevailing in the administration 
because to-day in six of the States the 
Opposition parties have combined to form 
cocktail Governments and to-day if one says 
in Orissa or Bihar or West Bengal or 
anywhere that the Government is responsible 
for the shortage of foodgrains or for the rise in 
the prices, who is responsible? My point is, I 
expected the Opposition to change its attitude 
with assuming the responsibility for 
administration in some of the States. They can 
no longer shoot like a man amuck blindly. To-
day their criticism is out of place and it should 
be constructive if it is to be at all taken for 
what it is worth. When they have assumed 
responsibility for   the 

administration, if not full responsibility if 
they are constituents of the Government, to-
day anybody can lay against those 
Governments the same charges which they 
were laying on the Congress Government 
everywhere till now and on the Central 
Government. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA (West Bengal): 
Ask Mr. Atulya Ghosh to lead a 
demonstration for the nationalisation of the 
banks and the Bengal Government will 
welcome it. 

SHRI  M.  GOVINDA REDDY; I 
hope Mr. A joy Mookerjee will have to 
answer the same charges. For what has 
happened the speaker this morning was 
asking us to sit up and think over. There is 
sufficient for the Congress Party to think 
over. I am sure the jolt the very severe jolt, 
that it has received surely makes the Congress 
leaders take a look at the things that are 
happening outside and in the organisation. 
But that is not the question now. The point I 
am referring to is that my hon. friends there 
are now in the same position as the Congress 
was and therefore they should realise that 
blind criticism, unreasonable ' criticism,   
would   recoil   on them.    Therefore they 
should    be |  careful hereafter. 

There is another danger, Sir, which I would 
like to point out very humbly to the  
Opposition benches,  and  jt, is that they are 
releasing forces which are bound to recoil on 
them.    They I  want to subvert law and order,    
Sir, I  in order to reduce     the     Congress j  
majorities in some of the States which have, 
unfortunately for them, still retained their 
majorities.    They        are adopting methods 
which are not  decent political methods. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA:   Where? 

SHRI M. GOVINDA REDDY:     The 
Congress may not suffer from them, but the 
same technique and the same methods are 
bound to recoil on     the j  Opposition 
benches.      It is a danger :  which they 
should visualise and rea- '  lise in their own 
interests. 
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SHRI NIREN GHOSH (West Bengal):     
What? Be specific. 

SHRI  BHUPESH  GUPTA:   Where? 

SHRI M. GOVINDA REDDY: 
Newspapers are giving you the information of 
a Congress Member being shot there, another 
Member being asked to join a political party 
at the point of a pistol. I need not go into 
these unpleasant things. Let me not repeat 
them. Well, they are happening today to 
Congressmen, and they may happen 
tomorrow to you. So you have to realise that 
danger. (Interruptions)   I am not yielding. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Was the 
Congress Member shot by the Opposition? 

SHRI M. GOVINDA REDDY: I did not 
say that the Opposition shot him. But the 
Opposition techniques are there. 

SHRI  BHUPESH  GUPTA:      No. 
SHRI M. GOVINDA     REDDY:    In   J due 

course it will prove as to     who   | shot him, as 
to what had    happened. You have heard the 
hon. Minister say  I as to what the Governor's 
report revealed. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: That i3 what the 
Governor says. 

SHRI M. GOVINDA REDDY: I am not 
yielding. My time is running short. Well, the 
hon. Members have got the right to speak for 
themselves and they may do so. 

SHRI A. P. CHATTERJEE (West Bengal): 
Do not make hysterical allegations. 

SHRI M. GOVINDA REDDY: I am not 
making any allegation but I am pointing out 
to you the indications, the writing on the 
wall. I am pointing out to you to be careful in 
whatever you are doing today. They may 
recoil on you tomorrow. 

SHRI   BHUPESH   GUPTA:      What  j we 
are doing? 

SHRI M. GOVINDA REDDY: We are 
prepared to take what comes to us. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Wb*1 we are 
doing today? What we have done in West 
Bengal is that we have allowed the West 
Bengal Security Act to lapse, and we are 
proposing to amend the West Bengal Gov-
ernment employees' service and conduct rules 
so as to ensure their trade union rights. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: He is saying, "Don't do 
what we have done." 

SHRI M. GOVINDA REDDY: Whal they 
are doing, I am saying. Of co-ourse if there is 
anything wrong that we have done, it is 
welcome for them to point tit out. 

Sir, next, in the matter of food grains it is a 
very serious situation. We certainly request 
the Government to take a very serious view of 
the situation. Sir, I should like just to make 
some suggestions. I know what the 
Government are doing in order to increase 
production in the agricultural sector, both in 
the matter of food-grains as well as in the 
matter of industrial raw materials. Sir, in the 
matter of foodgrains I know that th 
Government is very earnest in multi "plying 
seed farms and the hybrid seeds which alone 
hold the key to increasing our agricultural 
production. In addition to that I want to 
suggest very humbly to the Government to 
think of having a probe into the agricultural 
sector itself. The agricultural sector, today, is 
not organised; whether it is on the production 
side or on the scientific technical side, or on 
the credit side, the agricultural sector is not 
organised. .Food shortage is a long-standing 
problem, and in view of the increasing 
population it is going to be a great headache 
to us for a long time yet to come. So it is 
better to review the whole position with re-
gard to the agricultural sector. A concerted 
plan has to be evolved for the agricultural 
sector. Our hon. friend, this morning, was 
pointing it out and asked why industrial 
production had fallen. Well   Sir, it is partly 
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the handicaps in the agricultural sector that 
are responsible for the fall in industrial 
production as well. So from the point of view 
of increasing foodg'rains as well as from the 
point of view of enhancing industrial pro-
duction it is necessary that the agricultural 
sector has got to be strengthened, and that 
could be done only by instituting a thorough 
probe into it. Sir, from time to time I have 
been pointing out—and I am never tired of 
pointing it out—that the Government have 
not given due prominence to agriculturists in 
this matter; those who are engaged in 
agricultural administration are generally 
people coming from urban areas, people who 
have no adequate knowledge of rural 
conditions and, therefore, in implementing the 
various schemes of the Government they do 
not have eye to see to their correct 
implementation and, therefore, the 
administration in the agricultural sector has to 
be reinforced by those sections which have 
real knowledge of the agricultural sector. 

Sir, the next thing I would like to come to is 
our foreign policy. Our foreign policy was 
blamed by the hon. Member who was 
speaking this morning. He was saying that we 
have weakened our non-alignment policy. I do 
not know where we have weakened our non-
alignment policy. He was saying that at one 
time we were getting very great respect 
internationally but we have lost that now. I do 
not think so. In fact, India has been respected 
for the stand which it has taken in 
international affairs, and if I may, I may point 
out one instance to my friend—who is not 
here—to show what independent "action, 
what firm action we have taken this time in 
the matter of Vietnam. We all know it and I 
need only recapitulate it. In the matter of 
Vietnam, although one of the countries 
involved is supporting us by giving us 
assistance in food, and by giving other 
assistance, other aid, still we have taken a 
stand which is not to the liking of that 
country, and I should certainly congratulate 
the Government for taking that courage- 

ous stand, that independent stand, for 
suggesting that bombing Vietnam would not 
be the solution to the conflict, that instead of 
a military solution we have to seek a political 
solution. This is one instance which the hon. 
Member may keep in mind and see for 
himself that our non-alignment policy has not 
been weakened, and the respect that India 
was accustomed to receive in international 
affairs from other countries is not in any way 
lessened. 

With regard to Pakistan the hon. Member 
was saying that the Tashkent agreement 
should be respected. There is no instance of 
its violation, Sir, not even Pakistan can show 
to us an instance where we have violated any 
of the clauses of the Tashkent agreement. As 
this morning the Question Hour revealed, the 
Russian Government did comment upon the 
very scrupulous manner of our fulfilling the 
Tashkent agreement. Therefore, Sir 
considering also their comments or 
observations there is not much for which one 
could hold the Government as being guilty of 
any lapses; the Government is doing its best. 
Sir, in every way the Government has 
achieved progress and I do not want to tax the 
patience of the House by repeating the prog-
ress we have achieved in several fields The 
mover of the motion has already done this. So 
there is not much— which the Government 
could be found fault with, and if it comes to a 
question of finding solutions to the numerous 
problems in the country, I think the 
Opposition Members must congratulate the 
Government for finding such solutions as 
were in their power. As I said before, the 
Opposition parties also are now holding the 
reins of Government in several States, where 
the responsibility of achieving progress also 
behaves them and, there fore, they should 
show to the country that they have achieved 
much progress either in the industrial or the 
agricultural sector. 

With these few words, Sir, I commend the 
motion to the House. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: We shall stt up to 1-30 
P.M. Mr. Bhandari. 
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The House reassembled after lunch at half-

past two of the clock, THE DEPUTY 
CHAIRMAN in the Chair. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I do not find 
anyone on the Treasury Benches. 

Is any Minister in the House? 

SHRI V. M. CHORDIA (Madhya 
Pradesh): No Minister, but would-be 
Ministers are there. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Then I shall 
adjourn the House for ten minutes. 

The  House   then   adjourned for 
ten minutes. 

The House reassembled at forty minutes 
past two of the clock. THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN 
in the Chair. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Once again I 
have to draw the attention of the Treasury 
Benches that the House reassembles at 2.30. It 
was announced at 1.30 and I do hope that the 
Treasury Benches will take note of this that 
they must be in their seats at 2.30 sharp. 

SHRI T. V. ANANDAN: (Madras) This is 
not the first occasion that this has happened. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That is why 
I am drawing their attention over again. 

-^ 

 

THE MINISTER OF STATE TN THE 
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE (SHRI B. R. 
BHAGAT): I am sorry. Madam. On behalf of 
my colleagues I apologise to the House. 

 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: What has 
happened? 

SHRI B. R. BHAGAT: That I am late. 
Because he referred to old Ministers, this has 
happened first in my life. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Old or new, 
you must take the responsibility. It does not 
matter that individually you have not 
committed a lapse. But you have to take the 
responsibility. I think the House must be 
treated with proper courtesy and dignity. 

MOTION OF THANKS ON THE PRE-
SIDENT'S  ADDRESS—contd. 

SHRIMATI  C.  AMMANNA     RAJA 
(Andhra   Pradesh):      Madam   Deputy 
Chairman. I am glad that the President  has  
addressed the joint  sessioi and an opportunity 
has 'been afforded to   the     President   to     
announce   the polices of the Government and 
for us to hear him,   and  this is  the  proper 
place for him either to announce policies or  to  
give  suggestions  as cannot  criticise the 
Government  oui-side.    We  are     meeting 
here     111 changed  circumstances.      In 
some of the     States  some    new  
Governments which we cannot call as party 
Govern- 


